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“Freedom is the sure possession of those 
alone who have the courage to defend it.” 

 

~ Pericles ~ 

Canada 

Manitoba pastor in hiding after warrant issued 
 
Christian pastor Tobias Coates spent over a month in maximum security 
prison after refusing to comply with Alberta’s restrictions on religious 
freedoms.  "My parents faced persecution in Germany for homeschooling 
their children because they wanted to protect us from the 'political agenda' 
of public schooling. That is what pushed them to move to Canada.  "If I go 
back further in my lineage, I have ancestors who were persecuted, jailed 
and in some instances killed under the tyranny of the Soviet Union for their 
devotion to Christianity.” They took a stand for their religion, and now I 
find history is repeating itself." 

 
https://www.thecountersignal.com/news/pastor-in-hiding 

https://www.thecountersignal.com/news/pastor-in-hiding


Pastor Artur Pawlowski's contempt of court 
hearing 

Yesterday, Pastor Artur Pawlowski faced the judge for a pair of contempt 
of court charges, two weeks after his shocking SWAT-style arrest on a wet 
and busy Calgary highway. This is a legal battle of a lifetime. Not just for 
Artur, but for all Canadians. Every single one of us should have a keen 
interest in the outcome of this case — our Charter right of religious 
freedom hangs in the balance. 

https://www.rebelnews.com/pastor_artur_pawlowski_may_26_2021_conte
mpt_of_court 

Notice of Liability for School Superintendents, 
School Board Executives, School Principals, 
Teachers and Administration 

We now contend the risk associated with COVID-19 vaccinations is 
extremely dangerous to the health and well-being of all children and this 
form of treatment unnecessary. Any coercion or pressure tactics used for 
students to be vaccinated contravenes the Nuremberg Code, the Helsinki 
Declaration and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 

https://vaccinechoicecanada.com/in-the-news/notice-of-liability-for-school-
superintendents-school-board-executives-school-principals-teachers-and-
administration/ 
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Notice of Liability – Schools 
 
School officials, staff and volunteers, are not medical professionals and, 
therefore, they are unlawfully practising medicine by prescribing, 
recommending, and using coercion to insist that school children take this 
experimental medical treatment. Students are at nearly zero % risk of 
contracting or transmitting this respiratory illness and are instead buffers 
which help others build their immune system. The overall survival rate is 
99.997%. We MUST protect our kids.  
 

https://action4canada.com/notice-of-liability-schools/ 

Student Mask/Covid Exemptions 
 
Students are at nearly zero % risk of contracting or transmitting this 
respiratory illness and are instead buffers which help others build their 
immune system. The overall survival rate is 99.997%. The extreme 
measures are unnecessary and doing severe harm to our children. Sign 
and send letter of exemption: Notify your child’s school officials that 
your child will no longer wear a mask, use hand sanitizer, participate in 
social distancing, or take the experimental vaccine.  

https://action4canada.com/student-mask-covid-exemptions/ 
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Justin Trudeau takes a knee to the 'nation' of 
Quebec – Rex Murphy 

It is more than provoking, with so much of Canada in the midst of an ill-
managed COVID crisis; in the brutal experience of tens of thousands of 
businesses, now dead or dying; in reckless financial expenditures; with a 
Parliament that mimics more a neighbourhood takeout than a deliberative 
assembly — pickup or delivery for all major announcements; with scandals 
galore from WE to military harassment allegations; with pending internet 
censorship legislation; is it not more than provoking that this fundamental 
and core assault on the country’s Constitution is being so complacently 
received? Quebec can unilaterally alter the Canadian Constitution, the 
prime minister says. So who speaks for Canada? 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-justin-trudeau-takes-a-knee-
to-the-nation-of-quebec 

Head of Canada's progressive 'Anti-Hate' network 
warns of 'sick rumours of violence aimed at Jews' 
after recent antisemitic violence – Barbara Kay 
 
Ordinary Canadian Jews immediately absorbed the shock and ominous 
implications of the exponential rise in expressive antisemitism. Every Jew I 
know is feeling anxiety and fear. But Bernie Farber, chair of the Canadian 
Anti-hate Network (Antihate.ca), mocked our concerns. Last Tuesday, 
Farber took to Facebook to scold those "[s]preading sick rumours of 
violence aimed at Jews" as "fearmongering" and "the worst kind of 
nonsense." He said advocacy groups for Jews, Palestinians and Muslims 
"should speak in one voice to condemn it." "It," to be clear, being Jewish 
fear-mongering. These Nazi-trackers seem not to—or perhaps have chosen 
not to, as Farber's post suggests—to grasp the reality that the head office 
for genocidal hatred of Jews, whose rhetoric makes Hitler look ambivalent, 
has shifted from Berlin to Gaza, with branch offices all over the world, 
staffed by fellow Islamic supremacists and abetted by privileged white 
progressive BDS allies in academia. 
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https://www.conservativereview.com/head-of-canadas-progressive-anti-
hate-network-denounces-factual-reports-of-violence-against-jews-as-sick-
rumours-2653079241.html 
 

Straight-Out Jew Hatred’: Canada’s Jewish 
Community Shaken By Antisemitic Incidents 
 
Pro-Palestinian demonstrations in every major Canadian city have included 
attendees holding hate-filled signage and violent outbreaks. At Nathan 
Phillips Square in Toronto on May 15, chants were heard of “death to the 
Jews” and “we will finish what Hitler started.” “For the first time since the 
Holocaust, it is now socially acceptable again to be a Jew-basher,” said 
educator Richard Bass. He said in an interview that he believes this has 
come about because people “have become emboldened by the intolerant 
‘liberal left’ ideologies that have gained more and more momentum.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/straight-out-jew-hatred-canadas-jewish-
community-shaken-by-antisemitic-incidents_3828845.html 

Health Bullies Muzzle Canadian Doctors 

What would happen to a doctor who criticized measures now widely 
recognized as inhumane, such as isolating children from their families in the 
case of possible COVID contact, or preventing family members from visiting 
care home residents for over a year? Is the CPSO certain that its own 
recommendations, if thoroughly investigated, would escape designation as 
“unsupported, unproven treatments”? Officials have studiously ignored the 
well-known deleterious health consequences of their harsh directives while 
continually stoking public fear with daily death announcements and 
warnings about second, third, fourth, and future variant “waves.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health-bullies-muzzle-canadian-
doctors_3823272.html 

Emergency dept. doc: They're rejecting my COVID 
vax adverse reaction reports 
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All five of his reports have been rejected by his local Medical Officer of 
Health, which he claims threatens public safety by filtering out potentially 
valid reactions based on technicalities which apparently included missing 
documentation that he doesn’t necessarily have access to in the ED, such 
as vaccine lot numbers and time of administration. As such, Patrick, along 
with hundreds of other concerned doctors, have joined forces and started 
the Declaration of Canadian Physicians for Science and Truth. Their 
mandate is to continue to put their patients, not the CPSO or any other 
authority, first and uphold the Hippocratic Oath of “First, Do No Harm.” 

https://www.rebelnews.com/emergency_dr_patrick_phillips_medical_office
r_of_health_rejecting_covid_vaccine_adverse_reaction_reports 

Vancouver Mayor Stewart’s Cowardly Komagata 
Maru Apology 

To the globalist Mayor and Council: your hysterical condemnations and 
theatrical displays of virtue signaling will not persuade my fellow patriots 
and I to accept the brave new world of economic ruin and demographic 
replacement that you have so glibly signed onto. We will not go along with 
your agenda of selling our future out and condemning Canada’s past.  

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2021/05/vancouver-mayor-stewarts-
cowardly.html 

 

How Telling The Truth On Campus Gets You 
Persecuted 

If the deconstructionists, postmodernists, and adherents of critical theory 
are correct that our intellectual and cultural traditions are inaccurate, 
immoral, and incoherent, what’s the point of even having a university? 
They have, in effect, argued themselves out of their jobs. Our leaders must 
demonstrate the courage to curb what is killing us. What we need are 
politicians who demonstrate the kind of courage displayed by Lindsay 
Shepherd. 

https://thefederalist.com/2021/05/28/how-telling-the-truth-on-campus-

gets-you-persecuted 
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Royal Canadian Mint cancels Frederick Banting coin 
after directive to confront 'colonialism, patriarchy 
and racism' 

Banting was awarded the Military Cross for heroism during the First World 
War. He then went on to head the research team that discovered how to 
make artificial insulin in 1921. He was later awarded the 1923 Nobel Prize 
in Medicine for his work, and famously sold the patent for the insulin for a 
dollar.  

https://thepostmillennial.com/royal-canadian-mint-cancels-banting-citing-
colonialism-patriarchy-and-racism/ 

Canada's Security with Tom Quiggin 

Security expert Tom Quiggin walks us through some of the security 
concerns that are currently facing Canada in the middle of Provincial and 
Federal lockdowns. 

https://rumble.com/vhff23-canadas-security-with-tom-quiggin.html 

 

 

 

C3RF Update –28 May 2021 

C3RF Update, 28 May 2021 analyses Canada’s rapid descent into despotism 
over the course of the past year. It would appear that the age-old tactic of 
using false narratives to spark fear and division is alive and well. Problem 
for the fear-mongers, though, is that the “Chuck Norris effect” kicks in 
sooner or later to free the truth and turn the tables. 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-28-may-2021-
the-chuck-norris-effect 
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China is being evicted from Alberta universities. 

Alberta has taken the first step on behalf of Canada to ban China from our 
research universities.  This comes just a few days after it was revealed that 
seven Canadian researchers were helping China with Ebola research - and 
Alberta is going to put an end to that behaviour.  The next step is for other 
provinces to follow suit - especially B.C. which has huge partnerships with 
China through the University of British Columbia. It's sickening how deep 
China's reach is in this country, and it is time to put a stop to it. 
  
https://www.thecountersignal.com/news/alberta-bans-china-from-major-
universities 

 

Covid-19 Updates 

Who Is Klaus Schwab? 
 
As soon as the “pandemic” began, the term “COVID-19” was already being 
repeated about every ten seconds, or in other words about 9,000 times a 
day, on every station. A few months later, the term was being somewhat 
replaced by “vaccine.”  The expressions being intoned were in fact the 
words of Klaus Schwab, with his World Economic Forum said to be creating 
a great new opportunity for humanity, but really attempting a massive 
attempt at global dictatorship. A statistically mediocre virus was 
transmogrified (in Schwab’s imagination) into an impending Doomsday 
machine. 

https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2021/05/who-is-klaus-schwab.html 
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James Delingpole speaks with Dr Reiner Fuellmich 
 
James talks to German-American lawyer Dr Reiner Fuellmich about 
Nuremberg 2 and why those involved in the Coronavirus scare should be 
tried for crimes against humanity – this is an excellent interview. 

https://odysee.com/@JamesDelingpoleChannel:0/fuellmich:8 

A Conversation with Dr. Christiane Northrup 

We talk to Dr. Christiane Northrup about possible 'vaccine' side effects and 
the possible reaction to new variants of Covid-19. 

https://rumble.com/vh8xg3-a-conversation-with-dr.-christiane-

northrup.html 

Disable the Fear Campaign 

The increase in wealth accumulation during the lockdown period is 
documented by the Institute of Policy Studies (IPS) in Washington, D.C., a 
progressive organization. Highlights include: 

 Among the nation’s 657 billionaires, wealth increased $1.3 trillion 
since the Covid lockdowns 

https://odysee.com/@JamesDelingpoleChannel:0/fuellmich:8
https://rumble.com/vh8xg3-a-conversation-with-dr.-christiane-northrup.html
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 80 million Americans lost work between March 21, 2020-March 21, 
2021 

 18 million Americans are collecting unemployment 
 There are 43 newly minted billionaires since the lockdowns (i.e., 

Airbnb, Door Dash, Snowflake), added to the 614 existing ones 
 Combined wealth increase of the 15 billionaires with the greatest 

growth in absolute wealth was $563 billion or 82% 
 Topping the chart were Elon Musk ($137.5 billion richer, Jeff Bezos 

($65 billion richer), and Mark Zuckerberg ($47 billion richer). 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/disable-the-fear-campaign 

Does refusing the Corona vaccine show a lack of 
solidarity? 

One of the main sponsors of the vaccination lobby and industry is the 
multibillionaire Bill Gates. Together with his “Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation,” founded in the year 2000 and regarded as one of the most 
generous foundations in the world, he invested more than 20 billion dollars 
in vaccines in the past ten years. Already in 2015 at a TED Conference, he 
warned about a new deadly infectious disease saying, “If anything kills 
over 10 million people in the next few decades, it’s most likely to be a 
highly infectious virus rather than a war.” Gates pointed out that 
“somebody who wants to cause damage could engineer a virus;” especially 
respiratory diseases he characterized as “very scary.” In 2016 his 
foundation invested “20 million dollars in the mRNA technology of 
Moderna.” In the late summer of 2019, when COVID-19 was not yet an 
issue, the “Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation” publicly emerged as investor in 
BioNTech.”  

https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/does-refusing-the-corona-vaccine-
show-a-lack-of-solidarity 
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Big Tech 

The Patriot Post: DeSantis Takes on Big Tech 

The bill, SB 70721, will allow Florida residents to sue Big Tech companies 
that fail to follow or enforce their content rules with transparency. 
According to a press release from the governor’s office, “This reform 
safeguards the rights of every Floridian by requiring social media 
companies to be transparent about the content moderation practices and 
give users proper notice of changes to those policies, which prevents Big 
Tech bureaucrats from ‘moving the goalposts’ to silence viewpoints they 
don’t like.” It creates a provision for the state’s attorney general to take 
action against a social media company should it violate this law. 

https://patriotpost.us/articles/80134-desantis-takes-on-big-tech-2021-05-

26 

The Media 

https://flgov.com/2021/05/24/governor-ron-desantis-signs-bill-to-stop-the-censorship-of-floridians-by-big-tech/
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We need to talk about those journalists who 
praised Hitler 

Once again we can see the double standard that is always deployed in 
relation to anti-Jewish hatred. Imagine if it was discovered that a reporter 
for the Daily Telegraph had tweeted approvingly of a genocide against 
black people. Or if a writer for the Wall Street Journal was unveiled as a 
loather of Muslims who fantasised about their removal from the face of the 
Earth.  

 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2021/05/24/we-need-to-talk-about-those-
journalists-who-praised-hitler 

 

‘Florida Woman’ Saner than Media 

Before the media turned Jones into their next Erin Brockovich, they might 
have done 10 seconds of Googling to find out that Jones’ past includes 
stalking, battery on a police officer, repeated incarcerations, an 
institutionalization, an ankle monitor, a restraining order and court-ordered 
medication. And that’s long before the DeSantis administration hired her as 
a web designer. 

https://www.takimag.com/article/florida-woman-saner-than-media/ 
 

Antifa/BLM 

BLM founder Patrisse Cullors resigns 
 
The woman who sits atop 60 million dollars’ worth of donated funds, after 
the unexplained departure of her ostensibly charitable organization's co-
founders, failing to file legally required financial disclosures, and buying a 
multi-million-dollar real estate portfolio, surprised everyone yesterday by 
announcing her resignation 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/05/blm_founder_patrisse_cull
ors_resigns.html 
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The Environment 

Environmental Threats Based on Invisible, Remote 
Subjects to Create Fear: Greenpeace Co-founder 

The co-founder of Greenpeace says in his new book that alleged 
environmental catastrophes and threats are based on subjects that are 
either invisible or extremely remote in order to create fear, forcing people to 
rely on experts to tell them the truth. “It dawned on me that the great 
majority of scare stories about the present and future state of the planet, 
and humanity as a whole, are based on subjects that are either invisible, like 
CO2 and radiation, or extremely remote, like polar bears and coral reefs. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/environmental-threats-based-on-invisible-
remote-subjects-to-create-fear-greenpeace-co-founder_3825913.html 
 

The African slavery behind the leftists' green 
dreams 
 
Electric cars are fun to drive: zippy, filled with cool gadgets, quiet, and 
exhaust-free.  They also fund slavery, China, pollution, and environmental 
degradation — and that's not even mentioning the inconvenience factor of 
slow charging and cold-weather failures. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/05/the_african_slavery_behin
d_the_leftists_green_dreams.html 
 

The huge, destructive green lie 
 
"Green" power is inefficient.  The need for backup power to use when the 
sun doesn't shine and the wind doesn't blow means costly firing up of 
alternative means of power or risking brownouts.  Those fossil fuel power 
sources, when allowed to run continually, cost far less versus intermittently 
powering them on. 
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https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/05/the_huge_destructive_gre
en_lie.html 
 

 

 

Around the World 

China 

In Bhutan, China Takes Disputed Territory Without 
Firing A Shot 

Since the CCP faced little consequence for its territorial expansion in the 
South China Sea, it was emboldened to deploy a similar gray zone 
operation high in the Himalayas. The kingdom of Bhutan is a small nation 
of 800,000 people, resting on the eastern edge of the Himalayas. It’s a 
beautiful and peaceful country, with the majority of its population 
practicing Tibetan Buddhism. Unfortunately, this tiny nation is straddled 
between China and India, two superpowers in Asia. Bhutan has no other 
option as a tiny country but to endure China’s gray zone invasion in 
silence. It can afford to antagonize neither China nor India. But foreign 
powers, especially the United States, shouldn’t remain silent for three 
reasons. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/05/the_huge_destructive_green_lie.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/05/the_huge_destructive_green_lie.html
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https://thefederalist.com/2021/05/28/in-bhutan-china-takes-disputed-
territory-without-firing-a-shot 

Israel 

Why Don't You Support Israel? With Stephen 
Harper 

Israel is one of the most free and most prosperous countries in the world. 
Not only is Israel a booming economy and a wellspring of innovation, it is 
the only democracy in the Middle East. So why is it so controversial to 
support the Jewish state? Stephen Harper, the 22nd Prime Minister of 
Canada, lays out several fundamental truths about America's most critical 
ally. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXy4NXbuE-k 
 

 

Spain 

Spain Relives Its Ancient History with Islam 
 
Spain is reliving its ancient history with Islam. North Africa's Muslim 
invaders are following the same strategy that led to the Islamic conquest 
of Christian Spain in the eighth century. Ongoing reports indicate that 

https://thefederalist.com/2021/05/28/in-bhutan-china-takes-disputed-territory-without-firing-a-shot
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Muslim migrants from North Africa are illegally entering and flooding 
Spanish territory.  In just 2020, 23,000 migrants invaded Spain's Canary 
Islands, representing a 234-percent increase.  Once arriving on Spanish 
territory, such migrants invariably engage in unsavory and downright 
criminal behavior, such as gang rape, and create enclaves, or ribats, 
where police fear to tread. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/05/spain_relives_its_ancie
nt_history_with_islam.html 
 

United Kingdom 

Watson Video: The Uglification of the World 

Paul Joseph Watson is back with another blistering commentary in his 
latest short video. This time he takes on the "aesthetic terrorism" being 
unleashed on London by its incompetent Mayor Saddiq Khan and overrated 
pop artist David Hockney in their purported effort to beautify the city. In 
fact, as Watson notes, their uglification of the city is intentional: "They 
want you nihilistic, they want you depressed, they want you rootless. They 
want you to feel miserable and powerless." 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/05/watson-video-uglification-
world-paul-joseph-watson/ 

United States 

Biden Frees Al Qaeda Ally Who Plotted to Smuggle 
Nukes Into US 

With inflation rising almost as fast as gas prices and the cost of a home, 
Joe Biden ain’t doing much for most Americans. But if you’re an Al Qaeda 
terrorist, he’s got your back. Just ask three of Gitmo’s finest who are 
benefiting from Biden’s generosity. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/05/biden-frees-al-qaeda-ally-
who-plotted-smuggle-daniel-greenfield/ 

https://okdiario.com/video/policia-advierte-del-riesgo-que-formen-guetos-canarias-faltan-efectivos-6718499
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9321451/Irish-woman-36-gang-raped-Gran-Canaria.html
https://www.raymondibrahim.com/2019/03/27/ribat-the-original-muslim-enclaves-and-no-go-zones/
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Insurrection Obsession 

If you think we’ll find out who the mystery cop who killed Ashli Babbitt is, 
think again – they’ll probably give him a medal. Maybe we can see the 
video footage the government is hiding – because you know that if it was 
useful, it would have been released by now. Maybe they can explain how 
people are trespassing when the police let them in…to a public building. 
Maybe we can find out why Antifa/BLM rioters got their charges dismissed 
but those loitering on Capitol Hill get felony charges and denied bail. And 
maybe Jen Psaki can circle back and explain how zero is a number when 
explaining how her statement that a number of officers were killed is not a 
total lie.  

https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2021/05/27/insurrection-
obsession-n2589969 

Tebow, Trump, and DeSantis 
 
If ESPN, Sports Illustrated, Washington Post, New York Times, and CNN 
went after say Barack Obama, Stacey Abrams, and Colin Kapernick with 
the exact same unreasoned hatred and nasty vitriol that they bring to 
Tebow, Trump, and DeSantis, we know how their words and conduct 
would be labeled: Racist. Racist. Racist! There would be a federal 
commission in D.C. to study the leftist media’s hate.The Left’s double 
standards regarding major political issues, especially race, are creating 
deep and dangerous divides in America.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/05/tebow_trump_and_des
antis.html 
 

The Great Jewish Divide 
  
KKK, David Duke, Senator Byrd, slave-ownership, voting against the 
abolishment of slavery and against MLK’s civil rights movement of the 
1960’s - proud and well-documented history of the Democratic Party. 
American liberal Jews vote for and fund this Democratic Party.  How can 
we explain this craven desire to throw ourselves onto the sword in the 
name of wokeness? Who would applaud this desperation for acceptance 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/jen-psaki-claims-number-officers-died-capitol-riot
https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2021/05/27/insurrection-obsession-n2589969
https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2021/05/27/insurrection-obsession-n2589969
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/05/tebow_trump_and_desantis.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/05/tebow_trump_and_desantis.html


into a club of liberal ideals that includes vile Jew-hatred?  And why in the 
world would a political party with such a vast anti-Semitic ledger and 
clinically Israel-allergic membership be valued at such a premium by Jews 
themselves?  
 
https://www.baltimorejewishlife.com/news/news-detail.php=144583 
  

Other Articles 

The Middle East Dispute Is About Religion, Not 
Land 

The Middle East dispute has never been about land. Israel is the size of 
New Jersey. It is slightly larger than El Salvador. If it were the size of 
Manhattan, the Palestinians and many Muslim states would still seek its 
destruction. There are 22 Arab states in the Middle East, but there is no 
room for one Jewish state. There is even a state with a Palestinian 
majority: Jordan. The issue is not land. The issue is religion. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/05/middle-east-dispute-about-
religion-not-land-dennis-prager/ 

Blue Pill or Red Pill – Choose Wisely 
 
The blue pill provides comfort -- at least in the short term.  It dulls our 
sense of reality and inhibits our ability to reason.  It provides a sense of 
security -- even if it’s only an illusion. Conversely, the red pill offers a life of 
struggle.  It requires that we cope with the world as it really is -- not as we 
wish it were.  It allows us to choose our own path.  We can languish in 
sloth -- with 200 cable channels at our fingertips.  Or we can strive for 
greatness.  The choice is ours.  

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/05/blue_pill_or_red_pill__
choose_wisely.html 
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You Tubes 

David Horowitz on The Rubin Report: What I Lost 
by Leaving the Left 
Share to FacebookShare to TwitterShare to More22Share to Print 

In this new episode of The Rubin Report, Dave Rubin talks with Freedom 
Center founder David Horowitz about what he learned from being raised by 
communists, the true cost of leaving the Left, what the real goal of the 
Democratic agenda is, and much more.  

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2021/05/horowitz-rubin-report-what-
i-lost-leaving-left-frontpage-editors/ 

Critical Race Theory:  The Purest Form of Marxism 

In this lecture, Stephen Coughlin argues that Critical Race Theory is not 
borrowed from or somehow related to Marxism. Critical Race Theory is 
actually the purest form of Marxism. “Intersectionality” is just another way 
to say Critical Race Theory. Around the 34:00 mark, he answers questions 
from the audience. 

https://unconstrainedanalytics.org/critical-race-theory-the-purest-form-of-
marxism/ 

ACT! For Canada 
 

Please consider a donation for 2021: 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/ 

Without your help, our vital work in waging 

this battle of ideas would not be possible. 

 Remember:  Freedom is never free.  Please make a donation. 
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